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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Same format as source
B. Thick Provision Eager Zeroed
C. Raw Device Mapping Physical Compatibility
D. Raw Device Mapping Virtual Compatibility
Answer: A,B
Explanation:
Reference https://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere5
1/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vsphere.vcenterhost.doc%2FGUIDEA3B742B-66754 ECB-B386-7B9E95026AF8.html

NEW QUESTION: 2

Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
You manage 1,000 computers that run Windows 10. All the
computers are enrolled in Microsoft Intune. You manage the
servicing channel settings of the computers by using Intune.
You need to review the servicing status of a computer.
What should you do?
A. From Device compliance, view the device compliance.
B. From Software updates, view the audit logs.
C. From Device configuration- Profiles, view the device status.
D. From Software updates, view the Per update ring deployment
state.
Answer: D
Explanation:
References:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/intune/windows-update-complian
ce-reports
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Answer: B
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